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How To
This section describes the tasks you can perform in DATRAN Trending in step-by-step format.


















Change the Current Viewed Plot
Create a New Plot
Display Analogue Y-axis or Digital Y Line
Set Up and Change Pens
Manage Pens
Change the Range of an Analogue Pen
Maximize the Graphs Viewable Area
Navigate around the Data on the Plot
Change the Plot from Line to Point Display
Change the Amount of Data Loaded from the Database
Print a Plot
Create a CSV file of the current displayed Plot
Create a JPEG Internet Compatible Image of the Plot
Delete a Plot
Accessing an Archive Database
Use the Command Line Arguments
Export Plots To Files
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Change the Current Viewed Plot
How To ››

You can change the plot in the current plot window by the following these steps:
a. By using the display the previous/next plot buttons on the navigation control bar
previous/next plot depending on which direction you click.

. This will load up the

b. By clicking on the 'Change the current plot' button on the navigation tool bar
, or the Current Plot | Select
Plot menu items. This will show the following dialogue with a list of all the available plots:

Select Plot dialogue

Set button: Sets up the selected plot on the current viewed plot area.
Set & Close button: Closes this dialogue and loads the details of the selected plot into the current viewed plot
area if the plot is not already open in another window. If the plot is already open in another window, the current
plot will be closed and the already open plot will be brought to the front.
Close: Closes the dialogue.
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Just select the one you require and the plot view will change to that plot. This is a good place to flick between the
plots and get a quick overview of each one before deciding which one to view. It can take some time between
each Set button click.
To select multiple plots at once, hold down the Ctrl key and use the left mouse button to select the plots that you
want to open. Only the Set & Close button will work for multiple plots.
To exit out of this dialogue - double click on a plot name, use the Close button to cancel or the Set & Close button
to select the new plot.
This dialogue can be resized and it remembers its size and position of when it was last opened.
You can filter the list of plots by using the wildcard character asterisk '*'. For example, to show all plots that have
the word "Reservoir" followed by "North", type in "reservoir*north".

A wildcard character is not compulsory. For example, typing in "Rural North" will also show all plots that has the
word "Rural" and immediately followed by the word "North".

You can also filter the list of plots on whether they are currently opened or closed using the 'Filter by read-only'
combo box. Plots that are currently opened will have the phrase "READ ONLY" beside their name. If you decide to
open a plot that is currently opened by another user, you will be notified when the plot has been closed by the
other user. The following message box will appear:
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Click on the Read-Write button if you want to reopen the plot in read-write mode. If not, click on the Cancel button
and the plot will remain as is.
Use the Refresh button if you cannot see a plot that has just been created by another copy of DATRAN Trending.
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Create a New Plot
How To ››

To create a new plot using DATRAN Trending you need to perform the following steps:
1. Click on the File menu and select Create New Plot (Ctrl+N).
2. A New Plot dialogue opens.

New Plot dialogue

1. Type in the Name of the new plot.
2. Set the 'Default start time' which is the starting point of the x-axis.
3. Set the 'Default time span'. This is the width visible across the x-axis. The x-axis of a graph refers to the axis
that runs across the bottom of the graph. This shows the date and time of each logged data point. The time
cursor runs underneath this x-axis.
4. The 'Default stop time' is the stopping point of the x-axis. This is only available when the 'Default time span' is
set to Custom.
5. Set the 'Max time span'. Keep this at No Limit if you prefer unlimited zoom out capability.
6. Set the 'Background colour' to specify the background colour of the plot. Try to avoid colours that are too
glaring to the eye or too dark.
7. To make this plot so that it can only be viewed by you, tick the Private check box.
8. To use a default gradient ranging between the specified background colour and white, tick the Gradient check
box.
9. Click the OK button.
10. A new plot window opens, with the opportunity to set the points/pens for this plot via the Select Pen Points
dialogue.
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Select Pen Points dialogue

1. Activate the pens that you require and select a point for each of the active pens.
2. Ensure that if you want the pens to be displayed on the graph, the pen's Show check box is ticked. This is
automatically set by default.
3. The more pens/points you select and the higher the data load amount, the longer it will take to retrieve the
data for the new plot.
4. Click on OK and a "Please wait while the plot is drawn..." splash screen will display.
5. Retrieval of data could take a couple of minutes depending on how many pens you have selected and how
much data the chosen points have.
6. Once this is completed the plot is ready for viewing.
Please note that the maximum number of plots that can be opened at once is 1000 for any one session of this
application or when the computer runs out of memory. If you try to create a new plot after there are already 1000
plots opened an error will occur.
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Display Analogue Y-axis or Digital Y Line
How To ››

Displaying the analogue y-axis or the digital y-lines is as simple as a left mouse click on the legend of the pen that
you require the y-axis or line to display. The y-lines refer to the lines that appear when left clicking on a digital pen.
This shows the top and bottom limits of the digital pen.
If you would like to hide this line or axis just left click on the legend again.
Click anywhere on the y-axis to move the y-axis from the left to the right and vice versa.
To change the range displayed on the y-axis or the range of the actual pen, right click in the pen's legend area
and select the Change Range. See the How To section; Change the Range on an Analogue Pen for further
information.
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Set Up and Change Pens
How To ››

To change the pen colours please go to the main menu and select Options | Pen Colours.
You can setup and change the pens on a plot in two ways:
A) By using the navigation control bar change the pens in the current plot button
Plot | Plot Pens menu to change all the pens at once.
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1. Either click on the change pens button above or use the main menu Current Plot | Plot Pens menu. The Select
Pen Points dialogue opens:

Select Pen Points dialogue

1. Select the pens you want as active.
2. Set the points for the pens by either using the up/down arrow buttons to scroll through or by clicking on the
name of the point. Clicking on the name will bring up a dialogue which will allow you to select by scrolling
through the list. You can filter out the list by station before selecting a point. Double click on the point in the list
or click OK to select a point.

Select Point dialogue

1.
2.
3.
4.

Decide which points you want to be visible on the plot using the Show check boxes.
The more pens and points you select the longer it will take to retrieve the data for the plot.
Click on OK and an hourglass cursor will display.
Retrieval of data could take a couple of minutes depending on how many pens you have selected and how
much data there is for the chosen points.
5. Once this is completed the plot is ready for viewing and will display the pen changes.
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if you cannot see a point that has been created since DATRAN Trending

B) By right clicking on the legend and selecting Properties. This will allow you to change the information about a
pen:

Legend menu and Pen Properties dialogue

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Right click the legend of a pen you wish to change.
Select Properties.
The status and information about the current pen is displayed.
You can change the properties of this pen such as active, visible and width.
You can also change the pen's point by using the '...' button or by clicking on the point name to display the
Select Point dialogue (as seen in example A).
6. Click OK to save the changes.
7. These changes will now be updated on the plot. This can take some time as the whole pen needs to be
redrawn.
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Manage Pens
How To ››

As well as being able to setup and change the pens you can also manage these by using the legend menu.
Right click on a legend to display the pen menu.

Legend pop up menu
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Each of these elements allows you to manage your pens.
Properties - Opens up the Pen Properties dialogue which allows you to change the pen properties e.g.
active/inactive, visible/hidden, width and point of the pen.
Change Range - Only enabled if it is an analogue pen. This selection allows you to change the vertical range
of the pens.
Cut - Use this to delete the point information from the current pen and store its information into memory. The
Cut menu item of the legend menu allows you to copy and delete a particular pen's information into a holding
place. This allows for pasting of the information into another pen anywhere in the current session. The pen cut
from is deleted.
Copy - Copy the point information from the current pen and store this information into memory. The copy
menu item of the legend menu allows you to copy the particular pen's information into a holding place. This
allows for pasting into another pen anywhere in the current session of the application.
Paste - Only enabled if another pen's point information has been cut or copied in this session of the
application. This will put the saved information into the current pen. The Paste command in the legend menu
is enabled when a copy or cut command has been used in the current session. This command puts the
currently stored point information into the selected pen. If the pen already contains a point, this is first deleted
and then the stored one is added.
Remove - Removes the pen and its point data from the plot, but the point's data is not deleted from the
database.
Disable - Allows you to enabled or disable the pen. This is the same as the show check box in the Pen
Properties dialogue.
Most of these elements are disabled when a plot is read-only.
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Change the Range of an Analogue Pen
How To ››

There are three different types of points i.e. alarm, analogue or event. Alarm and event points are digital points. A
digital point is either an alarm or an event with the values ALM/RTN or ON/OFF respectively. If a pen is linked to a
digital point the values are shown in the width of the legend and it displays the lines of this pen when the legend is
single clicked.
You cannot change the range of digital points because they are always between ON/ALM or OFF/RTN. On the
other hand, an analogue point can have a wide range of values depending on the range set by DATRAN VI. This
range can be changed for the current session of DATRAN Trending but this is not saved back to the DATRAN
database. A session is specific to the current application that is being used, and only lasts for the duration of that
application.
A session is current between the time that the application is opened and shut down.
For easy viewing of data an analogue point's range can be changed by right clicking on the corresponding legend
and selecting 'Change Range'. Any range change using this method will not be saved into the DATRAN database.
The change will only effect the current session of the current plot.
To change the range of an analogue point, follow these steps:
1. Right click on the legend of the pen you want to change and select the 'Change Range' menu item.
2. The following dialogue is displayed:
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Change Range dialogue

1. Under the New Range section change the Min and Max to the required range. This has to be a number
between -9,999,999 and 99,999,999.
2. Click on the Set button.
3. The pen is redrawn on the screen and only displays the values between Min and Max.
4. To view the entire pen again, set the range back by using the same method as above.
5. If you want to set it back to the default Min and Max (set by DATRAN Browser), click the Reset button.
6. If you want to let DATRAN Trending automatically determine the best range (scaling) for you, then tick the
'Auto scale' check box.
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Maximize the Graphs Viewable Area
How To ››

The following points will help you maximize the area of the actual plot:
a. Hide the legend - Hiding the legend increases the width of the plot. You do this by going to the main menu's
Current Plot menu and selecting 'Hide Legend'.
b. Reduce the size of the Legend - Reducing the size of the legend is another way to increase the width of the
plot. You can resize the legend by clicking and dragging the right side of the legend area to the required size.
The one disadvantage of this is that the names of the points and the values can get obscured.
c. Maximize the plot - One of the easiest ways to increase the size of the viewable area is by maximizing the plot
inside the main window. Click the maximize button in the right hand corner of the plot window.
d. Hide the y-axis - The y-axis takes up about 1 cm of the width of the plot. By ensuring these are not displayed
you can see more of the plot.
e. Printing - If you want the maximum viewable area whilst printing and want to show the point names without
having the legend take up valuable space do the following: Current Plot | Hide Legend, then File | Print Plot...
and select the 'Display point names' option. See the Print a Plot topic in the How To section for more details
on this.
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Navigate around the Data on the Plot
How To ››

The span refers to the width of the graph area - the difference between the start date to the stop date of what is
currently visible on the plot. The following points will help you to navigate around the data displayed in the plot:
A) X-axis zooming
If you would like to see a greater date range (time span) of data, use the zoom in and out buttons on the
navigation control bar. If the Time Line is visible the zoom buttons will zoom in and out on the Time Line.
Otherwise it will zoom on the middle of the viewed plot. You can also zoom in by pressing the Ctrl key and
right clicking on the graph. Similarly, you can use zoom out by pressing the Ctrl key and left clicking on the
graph. When you are zooming in or out this way and find that zooming in or out does not work anymore, it
could be that you are clicking on the time cursor instead of the graph behind it. Move the cursor a little to the
left or to the right of the time cursor and continue.
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For a faster zoom, left click and drag the cursor down towards the bottom right corner of the monitor to create
a rectangle around the area where you are interested in. To undo the fast zoom, press the Alt key and right
click anywhere on the plot.
B) Move full screen
Using the full screen left and right buttons makes the start date change a full time span (current width of the xaxis) to the left or the right. This gives a quick way to move around.
C) Move 20% of screen
Using these buttons allows you to move the span 20% to the left or right. This is a slower way of moving but it
allows you to see how all the information ties in together.
Alternatively right click on the plot and drag the plot left or right to move the span. This method is faster than
using the buttons.
D) Changing start date/time or stop date/time
Just by changing the Start Date/Time or Stop Date/Time the plot changes to that Start Date/Time or Stop
Date/Time automatically. The date control displays a calendar which allows you to navigate through years,
months and days. The time option allows you to select a time by entering it using numbers or by scrolling
through the times. This is a useful feature to jump to a certain period in time or to change the time span of the
plot.
E) Changing default plot time span
Changing the default plot time span changes the start and/or stop date/time of the plot. This is a useful feature
to quickly change the time span of a plot or quickly look at the last 24 hours data, yesterday's data, today's
data, etc.
F) Using plot properties
This button opens up the plot properties screen that allows you to set a new 'Default start time' and 'Default
time span'. When OK is clicked the time span is set to the default time span of the plot and the start date is set
to the start date entered in the dialogue. These details do get saved into DATRAN database so be careful as
next time you open the plot these settings will still be there.
G) Go to the following point
Using the previous and next point buttons shows time cursor in the middle of the graph if it is not hidden.
These buttons provide an easy way to go to the previous or next event/point i.e. whether a change in a digital
pen or a change in an analogue pen.
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Change the Plot from Line to Point Display
How To ››

The Current Plot menu item in the main menu allows you to change the display of the line information on the
graph to show either just the lines (line graph) or the lines with the actual points plotted (point graph).
The default display of a plot is to show the data as lines. This does not show the points that were actually logged.
To show the points that were actually logged go to the main menu Current Plot menu and select Point Graph. The
lines still exist but where each actual data point is logged there is a square. This is very useful to display the actual
data logged for analogue pens. With the Time Cursor not displayed, move your mouse over the square to see the
actual value appear in the pen legend.
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Line graph
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Point graph
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Change the Amount of Data Loaded from the Database
How To ››

Go to the main menu Options | General Settings menu to change the amount of data loaded from the database
and hence speed up the data retrieval of the plots.
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From this dialogue you can select a load time of Unlimited, which will load all the data available for every pen in
the plot. This will take the longest time to display the plot but will allow you to see the entire set of data. The first
time DATRAN Trending is installed it is set to load two weeks worth of data.
Choosing any of the other settings will give you that amount of data going back from today. For instance, if you
choose one week - only the last 7 to 8 days of data will be loaded into the plot.
This is a global setting and will change all the plots to only display this amount of data. If this setting is changed
while plots are still open the plots will automatically update themselves with the new data set.
In the screen shot below, the user has set the Data Load Amount to 1 year. The current date is 24 August 2009.
Therefore, the area of the plot before 23 August 2008 is shaded. Notice that the screen left buttons are disabled to
stop any scrolling to an area of the plot which will contain no data.
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Print a Plot
How To ››

Please note that if you have DATRAN Trending Basic you cannot print or export the plot data.
When printing a plot remember that exactly what you have displayed on the plot will be printed so set up the plot
properly before printing.
Printing a plot can be done in three ways:
a. Using the keyboard, press Ctrl + P
b. From the File menu select 'Print Plot...'
c. From the navigation control bar click print the current plot button

.

The following dialogue will display:
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Printing Plot dialogue

To use the printer, first ensure the printer is selected. You can select a printer other than your default printer as
long as it has been configured in your operating system.
To increase or decrease the number of copies to be printed click on the spin or up/down buttons. Decide whether
you want the point names to show on the graph. It is recommended that you select this if you have hidden the
legend. Change the printer setup by clicking on the 'Setup...' button.
Finally click OK and the currently viewed plot is printed to the selected printer exactly as viewed.
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Create a CSV file of the current displayed Plot
How To ››

A comma separated value (CSV) file is created by using the export function and selecting the required settings.
This takes the currently viewed data of the current plot and prints it to a '*.CSV' file. This can be read by Microsoft
Excel or any other '.csv' compatible program (Word processing applications will display this file and show lines of
values separated by commas).
When creating a CSV file of the plot remember that exactly what you have displayed on the plot will be put to file
so set up the plot properly before exporting.
Before describing how a CSV file is created from the plot, it is important to understand the layout of the CSV file:
15BlackHills Levels
01/03/09 00:00 01/03/09 04:00
PEN 1
Black Hills Reservoir, Reservoir, Level
%
Analog
01/03/09 00:11
91.4
01/03/09 00:26
92.6
01/03/09 00:41
93.4
01/03/09 00:56
95.5
01/03/09 01:11
93.8
01/03/09 01:26
90.7
01/03/09 01:41
87.6
01/03/09 01:56
83.5
01/03/09 02:11
80.4
01/03/09 02:26
78.1
01/03/09 02:41
74.9
01/03/09 02:56
73.9
01/03/09 03:11
71.8
01/03/09 03:26
72.4
01/03/09 03:41
73.2
01/03/09 03:56
73.8
PEN 2
Black Hills Pumps, Pump 1, Daily Run Hours Hrs
Analog
01/03/09 00:00
0
01/03/09 00:03
0
01/03/09 01:03
0.86
01/03/09 02:03
0.86
01/03/09 03:03
1.19
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PEN 4

Ridge Road, Site, Suction Pressure Switch
Monitor
01/03/09 02:40ALM

Alarm

The first line of the file describes the actual plot - the plot ID, plot name, start date/time and stop date/time.
After the plot properties have been exported it exports all the active and enabled pens and lists the data that is
actually displayed on the screen at the time of exporting.
First line of the pen states the pen number, point name and the type of the pen (event, alarm or analogue). If the
pen is an analogue it will also display the min and max currently set for that pen. It then lists all the logged data
that is displayed for that pen.
Creating a CSV file of a plot can be done in one way i.e. from the File menu select Export Plot as CSV.
The following dialogue will display:

Exporting Plot dialogue - CSV

1. To create a CSV file, first ensure CSV File (*.csv) is selected.
2. Then decide on a Folder to store this file. You can change the file name which is automatically generated in the
following format: <Name of Plot> <Date> <Time>.csv
3. If no folder is selected the application will automatically save the file to the temporary directory specified in your
computer's Environment Variables.
4. Also, decide on the date time format. Choose from one of the options in the combo box or type in your own
custom format.
5. If you decide to arrange the pen data side by side, decide on the granularity/sample rate. When this format is
chosen, the granularity/sample rate cannot be zero.
6. Once all the settings are filled in, click OK. This will then create the file in the specified folder.
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Create a JPEG Internet Compatible Image of the Plot
How To ››

A JPEG export file is one that takes a snapshot of the currently viewed plot and saves this to a JPEG type file.
This type of file is very useful for sending via email and displaying on the Internet. You create a JPEG image by
using the export function.
When taking an image of the plot remember that exactly what you have displayed on the plot will be printed so set
up the plot properly before taking the image.
Creating a JPEG image of a plot can be done in only one way i.e. from the File menu select Export Plot....
The following dialogue will display:
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Exporting Plot dialogue - JPEG

1. To create a JPEG image file, first ensure JPEG File (*.jpg) is selected.
2. Decide whether you want the point names to show on the graph. Select this if you have hidden the legend.
3. Then decide on a Folder to place this file. You can choose the file name although at first it is automatically
generated in the following format: <Name of Plot> <Date> <Time>.jpg
4. If no folder is selected the application will automatically save the file to the temporary directory specified in your
computer's Environment Variables.
5. Once all the settings are filled in, click OK.
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Delete a Plot
How To ››

This is a function that should only be performed if you are absolutely sure that you want to delete this plot. It is
very important that you check with other users to ensure this is not a plot they view often.
You will not be able to delete the plot if you are not the owner of the plot. This means if you do have a read-only
copy open on your computer you will not be able to delete this plot because the 'Delete Plot' menu item will be
disabled.
To delete a plot, open up the plot and go to the main menu's Current Plot menu, and click on Delete Plot.
This will bring up the following warning message:

Only click OK if you are completely sure you want to delete this plot as there is no way to undo it once it has been
deleted.
This will then delete all the information about the plot and its pens.
This also tells any users who still have a read-only copy of this plot open that this plot has been deleted and that
their plot window will be closed.
It would be advisable that you warn other users before doing this task.
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Accessing an Archived Database
How To ››

An archived database is an older database storing historical data. For it to be a valid database the correct
database changes need to have been applied. To connect to an archived database use the Set Database menu or
the Switch Database menu in the main Database menu.
To access an archived DATRAN database it is important to ensure that this database uses the correct table
structure to show plots. This means that only DATRAN databases that have been amended with the new structure
can be used with this function. Please contact QTech Data Systems Ltd for further information on how to make
older databases accessible by DATRAN Trending.
To access an archived database you need to have it named DATRANarchive. This would have been set up on
first install of the DATRAN Trending application but it is a good idea to check that this actually exists.
Once that has been checked, click on the Set Database menu item in the Database menu.
The following dialogue will display:

Set Database dialogue

1. As you want to use an archived database click on the Archived DATRAN Database selection.
2. Next you have to set the Data and the Log File, so it is important to know exactly where these files are kept.
3. The edit boxes (the ones with the folders) allow you to choose the files.
4. When OK is clicked the files are checked for accuracy and then the first plot in the archived database is
displayed.
Please note: Issues have been found using the folder icons in Windows NT 4.0. You may need to type in the
entire path of the .mdf and .ldf file if this is the case.
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Use the Command Line Arguments
How To ››

You can start DATRAN Trending from the command line and pass arguments to it. This is very useful for those
who want to create customized shortcuts (whether on their desktop or start menu) that starts up the application
with certain plots opened in certain time frames. This also provides the means for Human Machine Interfaces such
as QTech Data System's DATRANVue to start up the application and display the trend for the data shown in one
of its drawings.
There are four parameters:



Connection string (first parameter) - Information to connect to a DATRAN database
Plot title/name (second parameter) - This will be the name of the plot. If the plot does not exist a message box
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will be shown. The name of the plot is not case sensitive. Be wary of plot names with two or more spaces, one
after another e.g. "golf course level".
Start date time (third parameter) - This will be the date time of the left most edge of the plot.
Stop date time (fourth parameter) - This will be the date time of the right most edge of the plot.

The date/time format should follow the short date format and if you are including the time, the time format as
shown in Start | Settings | Control Panel | Regional Options (Time tab and Date tab). If you did not get the correct
date/time format, the application will advise you of the correct date/time format to use. If you are using both date
and time, use the double quotation marks (") to combine date and time as the third or fourth parameter.
All four parameters are optional but their sequence is not interchangeable. Here are the variations allowed:









<None> - loads the plot which was last opened in a previous session
 e.g. HistTrend
Connection string - opens up the last opened plot according to settings within the database
 e.g. HistTrend
"Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist
Security Info=False;Initial Catalog=DATRANdatabase;Data Source=(local)"
Connection string and plot - start follows as configured in the plot or the global setting and that goes for the
time span
 e.g. HistTrend
"Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist
Security Info=False;Initial Catalog=DATRANdatabase;Data Source=(local)"
MyPlot
Connection string, plot and start - the time span will follow the one as configured in the plot
 e.g. HistTrend
"Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist
Security Info=False;Initial Catalog=DATRANdatabase;Data Source=(local)"
MyPlot "1/12/2004 12:23:58"
Connection string, plot, start and stop - the time span will follow exactly as defined in the parameters
 e.g. HistTrend
"Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist
Security Info=False;Initial Catalog=DATRANdatabase;Data Source=(local)"
"My First Plot" 31/12/2004 8/1/2005

For more information on how to build connection strings, go to http://www.connectionstrings.com/.
Note: If DATRAN Trending is already opened, opening a plot via the command prompt will open it in the DATRAN
Trending that is already running instead of creating a new instance of DATRAN Trending.
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Export Plots To Files
How To ››

Save the plots in the DATRAN database as plot template files (*.ptm) using this dialogue:

This is useful if you have multiple copies of DATRAN databases and want to duplicate a number of plots that you
have designed in one DATRAN database to another DATRAN database.



Refresh button: Click this button to update the list of plots just in case another user has created a new plot
since you started DATRAN Trending.
'Filter by wildcard' checkbox and text box: Tick this check box and change the wildcard search text to
include only plots with names that have certain key phrases.
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Filter by read-only: Tick this check box to show only read-only plots or vice versa.
Export button: Save the plots as plot template files without closing this dialogue.
'Export & Close' button: Save the plots as plot template files and close this dialogue.
Close: Closes this dialogue.
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Add, Edit and Delete Plot Notes
How To ››

To add a plot note to a plot, right click on the graph area and select Add Note from the pop up menu.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Change the date and time if you want the position of the dot to be more specific.
Select a pen to be associated with the plot note. This is not compulsory.
Select the font and background colour of the plot note.
Determine if you want the plot note to be transparent.
Click OK, once you are satisfied with the plot note.

Editing Note dialogue

This is how a plot can look like:
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Right click on a plot note and select from the pop up menu the options to edit, hide or delete the plot note.
Also, right clicking on the graph area will give the following options:
 Show All Notes - Reveals all plot notes that are available in the plot.
 Hide All Notes - Hides all plots notes that are available in the plot.
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